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Hll.5-1916

t11li1111r!inta t;tate Nnrmal t;rqnnl inarh
HON. C. G. SCHULZ, Superintendent of Education.
Hon. ELL TORRANCE, President. ... . . . ... .. . .. . . . .... . ...... . Minneapolis
Term Exp ires 1919
Hon. CARL G. SCHULZ, Secretary . . .. . . . ......... . .......... . ... . . St. Paul
Ex-officio
Hon. STEPHEN H. SOMSEN, Resident Director .. .. . .............. Winona
Term Expires 1917
Hon. JOHN C. WISE, Resident Director . .... . .... . . . . .. . ..... ... . . Mankato
Term Expires 1917
Hon. CLARENCE L. A TWO OD, R esident Director . .. .. . .... ... ... St. Cloud
Term Expires 1917
Hon. JED L. WASHBURN, Resident Director . ... .... .... ..... .. .. ... Duluth
Term Expires 1917
Hon. LESLIE WELTER, Resident Director .. ....... .. ... .. .... . .. Moo rhead
Term Expires 1919
Hon. ARTHUR P . WHITE . ...... ...... .. ..... .. ... . .. .. ... .. . .... Bemidji
Term Expires 1919
Hon. EDWIN J. JONES ... .. ...... .... . . . .... .. ... . ....... .. ... ... .. Morris
Term Expires 1919

Olalttthar fnr 1915-l!llli
Commencement Week.

Annual Sermon ...... ...... ....... . ..... . ......... . , Sunday Evening, June 6
Senior Sing .... ............ . ......... . ........ ... . . Monday Evening, June 7
Alumni Banquet ...... . ... .. . .... ............. . .. . Tuesday Evening, June 8
Commencement Exercises . . ... .. . ......... .... . . Wednesday Evening, Jun e 9
Summer Term.

Programs Made . .. . .. ................. ... .... .... . . . .. .. .. Monday, June 14
Class Work ............. : ... . . . .... . ... . ................ . . Tuesday, June 15
Term Closes .......... .. ... .... ...................... . . ..... Friday, July 23
' Fall Term.

Term Opens ... .... . .... .. . . .. . . .... .... .. ...... .. .. .. Tuesday, Sept. 7, 1915
Term Ends ........................ . ... 9 :55 A. M., Wednesday, Nov. 24, 1915
Winter Term

Class Work begins .... . .... . ...... . ....... .. . ..... .. Tuesday, Nov. 30, 1915
Holiday Vacation begins ........ .... .. . ..... 3:10 P. M., Friday, Dec. 17, 1915
School reopens .. ...... . ... .. ......... ....... . .. ....... Tuesday, Jan. 4, 1916
Winter Term ends .. . . . . . . .... . . .... ... . . ......... ... . Friday, March 3, 191 6
Spring Term.

Class Work begins . .. ............... . .............. . Monday, March 6, 1916
C. M. E. A. Meeting ..... ... .. .. . ..... ........... ... March 16, 17 and 18, 1916
Spring Vacation begins .. .. .. .... .. . ........ . 9:55 Thursday, March 30, 1916
School reopens ...................................... Thursday, April 6, 191 6
Good Friday ..... .. .. . . .. ..... ........ ........... . . ... Friday, April 21, 1916
Term ends .... . ......... ... ........... . .. . ... . ........ Tuesday, June 6, 1916

Wqr 111a.rulty
W. A. Shoemaker, Pd. D ..... . .. . . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ...... President
Isabel Lawrence .... . .... . Methods and Superintendent of Trainin g School
Geo. C. Hubbard, B. S .......................... .. ..... B iologic al Science
P. M. Ma gnusso n, Ph. D ... . . . . ... .. .. . . . ........ Psychology and Sociology
Iver T . J ohnsrud , B. A .. . ....... .... .. ... Physical Science and Ma th ema~ics
E lspa Millicent Dopp, M. L. .. ..... . ........ . .. .. . .. ..... . . .... .. Literature
*Pape L. Quayle, A. B ......... .. ........ ........ . . ..... . . . . .. .. ... Grammar
Clara L. Stiles, B. S .......... ·.. . . ....... .. . .. . . .. . . . ..... ... .... Geography
Carrie E. M inich .............. .. .... . . .......... . : ...... . ........ Drawing
Stella R. R oot, Ph. B ... . .... . .... . .... . .. .. . ........ . .... . . . ....... . Music
*Julia Boo th ............. ..... . . . .... ..... .......... .. . ....... Expression
Carrie Barden, M. A .. ....... .... . ........ .· . .......... .. .. . . .. Compositio n
Kate K e nely .... .... .. ... .. ..... . . .. .. . ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... Mathematics
Evalin Pribble, .B. S . . . ........ .. .. .... .. ... . .. Composition and Grammar
Helen Bally, Ph. B .. ...... ... ..... .... ... .... .. . .. .. Geography and Botany
Myrtle Oliver,

A.

B .. .... .. .... ...... .... . ....... '. ...... . History and Civics

Blanche A tkins, Ph. B. . ..... . .. .... '. ...... .. ... . . .... . .. . ....... Methods
D a rius Steward, B. A ....' .......... . . ... ...... . .. .. . ..... . .... . ... History
Anna E. Smith .. ..... . ... .. .. .... .... .. . . . .. ............ Domestic Science
J osephine V. Brower .. . . ... .. . .. ..................... .. . . . P hysical Culture
George Lynch ... . .. . ..... . ... ... Physical Cultur e and Director of Athletics
Ruth Crosman ...... ....................... .. , ... . ...... . ...... .. . Sewing
Leonard A . Williams .......... . .. ........ . .. .... .. ... .... Manual Training
Kate Vari Cleve ....... . .. . .... .... . ... ........ Elementary Manual Training
Edna G. Gleason ................. . . ... .. .. .. . Assistant in D omes tic Science
Ethel Graves ..... ... ....... ..... ..... . Ass ista nt, Geography and Grammar
Maude Frances D o nova n ....... .' ........... ... ... . .... ... . .... Expression
Mrs. Margaret S. Valgren, Ph. B .. .... .. ....... .. .... .............. English
Clifford 0. Bemis . . ... ..... ..... ..................... . ..... . . Mathematics
~* Caspar Eickho ff .... . ..... ...... . . ....... Ass istant in Physi cal Laborato ry
*Jessie Burrall .......... . . .. ... .... Critic in Training School, Eighth Grade
An na Grafelman .... ............... Critic in Tra ining School, Eighth Grade
*On leave of absen ce.
**Fall and winter term.

w~.e 1lfarulty-Q!nuttuu.ecl
A lb ertina C. Anderson,
Critic m Training School, S ixth and Seventh Gradei
Frances V. Mosford .... .... . .. ...... Critic in Train ing School, Fifth Grad<
Charlotte M. Knudson .. Critic in Training School, Third and Four th Grade!
Beulah Douglas . . .. . ...... . .. .... Critic in Training School, Primary Grade!
Cordelia Essling ....... . .. .. ...... Critic in Training School, Departmenta
G race Gail Giberson . .. ..... ...... .... Music and Critic in Training Schoo
*Ruth Linner .... . ......... .. ..... . ...... .... Assistant in Trainin g Schoo
Gertrude Campbell. . . ... .. .............. .. Secretary and Purchasing Agenl
Otillie Liedloff ...................... .. . ........ .. ............ . . Librariar
Mabel Lyons . . .................. Assistant Secretary and Purchasing Agenl
E llen Ready .. . .. ..... ........ . . Matron and Preceptress of Lawrence Hal l
Anna Alden ...... ... ... . . . . .. . .... . .. .... .. ........ .... .. Office Assistanl
*Spring term.

Qlirrulur
l

r

Purpose of the School. The aim of this school is to qualify young people
To the extent that the
purpose of an organization de.termines its character, all the work of the school
is professional. It does not give general culture for its own sake. It does not
aim to prepare young men and women for college nor for the general pursuits
of life.
The school does give general culture.
Those who complete its .full course, are given two years' credit at the State University. Professional work upon the common school branc.h es and other subjects includes
' a preparation for business. The moral education which qualifies young men
and women to be safe guides for the state's children is a good prepa'ration for
"complete living," and is beneficial in all walks of life. These results, however, though actual and abundant, are incidental to the primary purpose of the
school.
The constantly increasing demand fo.r better schools gives rise to an
urgent demand for more teachers who have received adequate training and
, preparation for tqeir work. It is the special function of the Normal School
to sup,ply this demand.

I. for the teaching service of the State of Minnesota.
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C!Inur!ir nf ~tuhy fnr flittttr!inta ~tatr Normal t,;,41111l!i

On Feb. 13, 1913, the Normal Board approved the following two-year
course of study for high schoo l graduates:
Teachers' Courses (A rithmetic, Music, Drawing) ......... . 3 terms, 180 hours
Psychology and Theory of Education ... .. . .. ...... .. ..... 3 terms, 180 hours
Observation, Practice and Criticism .... ... .......... . ..... 3 terms, 180 hours
Engli sh .............. . ...................... . . ....... . .. *4 terms, 240 hours
History and Social Science ... ..... ... ............ . .... , ... 3 terms, 180 hours
History of Education .... . ....... .. ... . .... . ..... . .... .. . *2 terms, 120 hours
Geography ........................... . .... . .... . ... . .... *2 terms, 120 hours
Elementary Science, o r Nature Study .. . ..... ..... ..... . . *l term, 60 hours
Industrial Work .. . .............. . ... ... .......... . . . . . **2 terms, 120 hours
School Management and Penmanship .... ... ...... . ......... 1 term, 60 hours
*One star indicates one elective term of work.
** Two stars indicate two elective terms of work.
Subjects may be elected from the· special course~, and from the following
list which will be offered as the faci lities of the school permit, and may be
chosen by students after consultation · with the president in lieu of subjects
which are starred:
Terms
Engli sh and Library Science ...... . ...... . .. .. . ..... . .... .. .. . .. ·... . .4 terms
Biological ScienC\!S ................... . ........... . ....... ... ........ 3 terms
Physical Sciences ....... ..... . .... ......... : ............... . . .. . .... 3 terms 1
History and. Economics . . .... . . .......... ...... .. . ....... ... ... ... .. 3 terms
Mathematics and Astronomy .. ... ........ . . . .................... ... . 3 terms
Physical Education ........ . . . ............. .. .................. . .... 1 term
Agriculture and Rural Sociology . ..... .. .. .... ....... .. ..... . . . .. ... 3 terms
Primary and Grammar Grade Me th ods ........... . . . .... .. .. . ........ 2 terms
Rural School Methods and Practice . ...... ... . . .. ... . . .... . . .. ... .. .. 1 term

11Hur I rur <!Inursr

The course is o utlined by years. The size of the school makes it pos- ·
sible to present nea rly every subject in the course every term so .that a n
outline of subjects for each term is unnecessary.

First Year.
Algebra I, II, III ........ .. ... . ........ . .. . .. ... . . ... ... . ... ... .. .... 3
English Composition I, II .... .. ...... . ............... .. ...... . .. . .... 2
Geography, Physical ... . ... .. . .. ... ..... ... . .. . . ... .... . ..... ... . .... 1
Geography, Commercial ... ... ... .' .. . : ...... .. . .. ....... . ...... . . . ... 1
Grammar I , I I . .. . ... . . . ... .... . .. ........ .. . . .. .. . .. .... .. . ..... . ... 2
Music I. . ... .. .. . ... . . .. .. ..................... . .......... ... . . . . .. . 1
Physiology ...... ...... .. . .. .. .... ........ ........ . . .. ..... ....... .. . 1
Reading .. ........ ..... . : ... .... . .. ... ...... .... ........... .. .. .. .. . 1

terms
terms
term
term
terms
term
term
term

12 units
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Second Year.
Arithmetic I , II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Botany I, II ... .. . ....... .................. . ... ... .. ... . ... . ..... .. .
Drawing .. ....... .. . . . . ......... .. . .. ..... . ... .......... ...... . . ....
History, English . . ........ . ... .. .............................. . ....
History, American, I, II ..... . .... . .. . .. . .......... ..... ... .. . ...... .
Rhetoric .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
* Zoology I, II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r- Manual Training, Primary or Woodwork . . . .......... . . ...... :... ..

2
2
1
1
2
1
2

terms
terms
term
term
terms
term
terms
term

12 units
*Domestic Science units may be substituted for Zoology.

Third Year.
Civics ..... . . .... . . ............................. ... .. . ..... . .... . . .
Geometry, Plane, I , II ..... . ... .... . .. .... . . .................... .. . .
( Geometry, Solid, III ..... . . . ...... . . .. . . ....... . . . . . ... . ... . ...... .
History, General .... . ............... ... ..... .. . ... ........ . ....... .
Literature I, II .... .. . . ......... . .. . .. . •· . . . .... . .... . . . . .. . . ....... .
Psychology . .. ...... .. ...... ... ........... . ........ . .............. .
Electives ...... . .... . . .. .... .... . .... .... ..... . . ................ ... .

r
I

1
2
1
3
2
1
2

term
terms
term
terms
terms
term
terms

12 units
*Rural School Methods and Practice offered as an elective in third year.

Fourth Year.
Astronomy or Chemistry I . .... .. . ... . ...... .. ............ ... . . ... .
' Cooking or Chemistry II .. . . . ........'. .. . ... ... .................. .
Drawing Methods ................................. . ............... .
Expr ession . .. . . ... . . .... . ......... ... . .... . .. ............ ... ..... .
Manual Training or Sewing II . ... . . . . .. .. ....... . ...... .. . .. . . . ... .
Music Methods ............. . ............ . . ....... .. ... .. ......... .
Pedagogy, General Methods ......... . . .... . . .... . ...... . ..... . .... .
Advanced or Primary Methods .. . ... ... .. ...... .. ............ . .. ... .
Physics I, II, III . .. . . . ................ . ....... . ....... . . . ... . . ... .
Reading Methods ........... . ....... ......... ...... .... ... . ....... .

1 term
1 term
1 term
1 term
1 term
1 term
1 term
1 term
3 terms
1 term

12 units
Fifth Year.
·
Administration and Child Study ... .... .. ....... .. ...... .. ... .. . . ... 1 term
t' History of Education ...... ............... ... ........ ...... . .... .. . 1 term
} Literature III and IV ...... . ... ... ...... ..... .. . . . . . .. . . ... .. . ... .. . 2 terms
Advanced Geography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 term
Psychology II . . . ......... ... .... .. . . ........ .. ..................... 1 term
School Management .. . .... .. .. .. .... .... ... ..... .................. ½ term
Penmanship .. . .... .. ........ ........ . ..... ... .... .. .. ...... . .. .. .. ½ term
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 term
{ Training School Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 terms
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 term
1 Themes

/

I

I
;

I

r

12 units
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O!nurBt of ~tuhy for i;ig~ 8'r~nnl ~rahuatt.H
Junior Year.
Arithmetic Methods
Drawing Methods ... . .... . .. ... .. ...... .. .. . ... .. ... . .. .. ... . .. . .. .
Elementary Science or Cooking ... . .......... . ... ... . . ...... .. ..... .
Geography Methods III .... . ... ..... .. .......... .. .. .. ....... . ... .. .
Grammar Methods ....... . .. .. . . . . . ......... .. ...... . . .. . . . .. . .... .
History Methods ........ .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... .. .... . ... .
Manual Training or Sewing ..... . ....... ... . _. ....... . .· ........ . . .. .
Music Methods . . . . .. . .... .... .. .. .. . .... . . .. ....... . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
Pedagogy, General Methods . ... .. .. ... . .. . . .. ... . ..... . .... . ...... .
Primary or Upper Grade Methods .... .. . . . .. . ... . ....... . . .. . . . . .. .
Psychoi'ogy, First Term .. .... . ...... ... .. . ...... . . . . .. . .. . . .. ... .. .
Reading Methods ... . ........ .. ...... . ... . ............... . . . . . .... .

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

term
term
term
term
term
term
term
term
term
term
term
term

Senior Year.
Administration and Child Study .......................... . .. .. ..... 1
Geography IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
History of Education . . . .. .. . '. ... ... . . . .. .... . . . .. ... .. . . . ......... 1
Expression . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Literature IV .. .. . . .... .... . . . ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychology, Second Term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
School Management .... .. . . ............. . . . .......... . ... . .... .... ½

term
term
term
term
term
term
term 1

~;:i:t;:7!~c~: :-:::::::::::::::::::::~::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::~:

Training School Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 terms
Themes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 term
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 term

fllltauunl <!lratutug Qtours.e for itploma
2 Mechanical Drawing I and II .. . .. .. .. ... .. . . . .. . .. ..... . . . . 120
1 Architectural Drawing .. . .. .. .. .. ..... .. . ....... . . . . .. .. 120
Manual Training Design ............ . . ... ..... .. .. . . . . .... 120
Cabinet Making ..... . ......... .... ... .. .... .. ..... ... ... . 120
Wood Turnin g .. .. . .... ... .. . ..... .. ..... .' . .. . .. . . . . . .... 120
Primary Manual Trainin g ...... . .. . . . .. . .. ... .. ... . ...... . 120
History and Organization . ..... . . . . . . .. .. : .. ...... . . .. . . .. 60
Teaching of Manual Training . ... . .. . ... . . . ... .. . .... .. ... . 60

hours each
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

9 units required for graduation from manual training course.
Condition for diploma from manual training course is graduation frorr
one of the regular advanced cou; ses.
These nine units are in addition to the two units required for graduatior
from the advanced course;-one unit of elementary manual training, and one
unit of woodwork.
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mom.enttr ~rirur.e ~ournP for ili.µlomu
3
3

Cooking, I, II and III .. ....... .... ..... . . . ·............. J20
Sewing I, II and III ......... . ...... ...... ..... . . ...... 120
Chemistry of Domestic Science ...... .... .. . ..... ..... . . . 120
1 Physiology-Hygiene ................ . . .... . . . ........ .. .. 60
1 Textiles and Design .......... . ........ . . . . . .. . .. .... .... 60
1 Teaching of Domestic Science ..... . ........ .. ........ . .. 60

hours each
hours eac h
hours
hours
hours
hqurs

r 10

units.
Condition for diploma from Domestic Science Course,-a diploma from
~ o ne of the regular advanced courses.
I . 2 units. Electives (if special electives were taken in first two years; if
they were not, then 2 units .of special work are to be added here.)

Q!ourn.e for £1.em.eutury ~rtool ~u.µ.eruinion
On May 6th, 1911, the following special courses for elementary school
were .adopted:

t, supervisors

I Professional

Subjects .............. . ...... .. ..... .. . ...... : ..... Three terms
Principles of education, school administration, course of study, obse rvation, supervision and criticism.

Academic Subjects .. ... .. . : . .. .. ....................... . . ..... . Three terms
Higher courses in literature, history, science, mathematics, industrial o r
art subjects.
Electives .............. .... .... .... ............ . . . . .. .. . .... .... Three terms
Subjects such as education, geography, mathematics, English History,
etc., for those preparing to do departmental work or other work of
special chara~ter, provided that the choice shall lie in at least two •
fields of study.
f Thesis ................. .. ..... ... ... .......................... . .. One Term
An exhaustive investigation in and a written report on an approved phase
of education.

Q!ourn.e in f11!lunir for ~.µ.eriul ili.µlomu

1

2.
1.
4.
1.
1.

Theory .. . . .... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. ........ . .... ..... ... . . . . Two
Teaching ... ....... . .. .. ... .......... . . , .. ... .. ....... .... One
Combination course in Form, History and Harmony ...... Four
Advanced sight-reading ........... . ..... .. .. ....... . ..... One
Accompanying .. ..... . .......... .. .. . ..... ... ... . ....... . .. 120

I Conditions for admission to

terms
term
terms
term
hours

this course:

I

~ii~:~y ~~t:fa~

,

Ability to sing at sight, music of average difficulty.

;~c-~~;~~i~~~t~- ~-f· ~~~~~~e- diffi~~i~;.· ... ..... . One
0

term

Diploma for music supervision will be given only to those who also com, plete the advanced no rmal course.

)
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mtplnmus uuh C!!rrtifirutrs issurh hy t4r Normal &r4nnl
Wqt liplnma
Advanced Diploma. The advanced diploma of the Normal School qualifies
its holder for the following positions in Minnesota:
1. The position of grade teacher jn elementary departments . of state
high schools, or in graded or consolidated schools.
2. The position_ of primary teacher.
3. The position of graded school principal, provided a six weeks' course
for gr.aded school principals is taken in the · school of agriculture in the
summer.
4. The position of high school instructor in ninth grade of graded schools.
S.pecial Diplomas. Graduates of the advanced course who take in addition
one year of study _in some special subject, receive a ·special diploma in that
subject. '
Such students will be certificated as special teachers of those subjects int
graded and consolidated schools. This includes schools receiving aid under the
Benson-Lee and Putnam acts.
Hereafter such certification will be a necessary qualification for special
teachers of music, manual trainiI;Ig and home economics in such schools.

(

<!!trtificatt.a
The elementary diploma no longer qualifies for pos1t10ns in grades. For
this reason students who cannot complete the full course at one time, ar
taking advantage of the following certificates which enable them to teach irt
rural schools, unti1 they can return to continue their work on the full normal
course.
Second Grade Certificate. This may be obtained by taking two years of
the standard normal course (24 units).
First Grade Certificate. This may be obtained by taking three years (36
units) of the standard course or one year (12 units) of the high school graduate course. The course must include one term of rural school methods,
observation and practice.
Unless the student has taught eighteen months thi s course in professional
training is necessary to secure ·or renew a first grade certificate.
·
The above certificates shall be issued for two years and will be renewable
for a period to be fixed by the State Superintendent, and on condition that the
holder thereof shall have completed one term (12 weeks) of additional work,
such renewal to be made on tne recommendation of the normal school in which ·
the student shall have done his work.
Endorsement of Diplomas. Advanced diplomas issued to graduates of
the State Normal Schools * · * * shall be valid as first grade certificates for
two years from their date, and at the expiration of two years of actual, successful teaching such diplomas, endorsep by the president of the school g rantin g
them, and the state superintendent, shall have force of first grade certificates
for life.
Elementary diplomas granted by a State Normal school up on the completion of such portion of the course of study as may be prescribed therefor by

ST.
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the Normal School Board shall be valid as first grade certificates for a period
of three years from their date, and shall not be renewable*; except that any
holder of such an elementary diplorria may have the force and effect thereof,
as such first grade certificate, extended for a further period of three years by
the completion of an additional one year of work in a Minnesota State Normal
school, and the certificate of indorsement thereon by the president of such
school and the state superintendent; provided, that the provisions of this section shall not apply to persons now holding Minnesota elementary Normal
school diplomas, nor to any student heretofore enrolled in a Minnesota State
Normal school who shall be graduated prior to September 1, 1911.
After the completion of two years of service, those who hold advanced
diplomas may apply for indorsement.
[
The applicant should make a complete report of teaching done since graduation, and should give the names and addresses of the supervising school
authorities under whom the work was done , and to whom blanks may be sent
ppo n which to give their testimonials as to the quality of the service rendered.
When
such testimonials have been received, if they are approved by the Board
(
of Presidents of Normal Schools, a certificate of indorsement will be sent to
\ he applicant. There is a fee of one dollar charged.
Extension of Certificates. After two years of service, if the student returns
to the Normal School for additional work of 12 weeks, the first grade certificate
may be renewed.
Apply to the Normal School, make a complete report of teaching done
since the certificate was issued, give names of county superintendent and memb rs of school boards who can speak of your work, with addresses. When
the Normal School is assured that the quality of the work done will justify
it, another certificate will be sent to the applicant.
,
A fee of fifty ce:.ts will be charged.
Value of Advanced Diploma at the University of Minnesota. The. Uniersity of Minnesota on April 26, 1911, made the following ruling : That a
~
raduate from a four-year high school, who shall have completed the full
wo year course in a Minnesota State Normal School and shall be recomr,ended by the president of the Normal School from which he has graduated,
f hall be granted in the University a sufficient number of credits so that the four
!)'ears' course, leading to the degree of B. A. in Education, may be completed
in ti.yo years.
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1.Entranrt £r11uirtmrntn
1. A second g rade certificate, or credits admitting to a high school course
or the equivalent, will admit a student without examination.
While graduates of the eighth grade will be admitted, such admissions will
be limited to those whose records and maturity indicate the ability to carry
the work. Students whose health is not good, should not attempt to enter
upon a Normal School course.
2. Owing to the crowded condition in the school at St. Cloud it has been
determined not to admit any student who is not sixteen years old at nearest
birthday.
3. Examinations will be held on the first day, for those who do not have
the necessary credentials.
Students must, pass examination in th e subjects of Arithmetic, Grammar,
Geography and Un ited States History. They are expected to have a thorough I
knowl edge of the snbjects named as presented in the lar ger ed itions of the
1
current leading modern text books.
In Reading, they are to show ability to read at sight, intelligently and
flu ently, ordinary, easy prose and simple poetry; and in Composition, the
ability to write a simple essay correctly and in proper form.
4. High shoo! graduates should present th e diploma from a four years'
high school course and high school standings. Fo~ the full course, this is all
that is necessary.
5. High school graduates who shall have taken the High School Normal
Trainin g Course as post-graduate work may receive six credits on the advanced
normal course provided, ( 1) that thes e credits apply on ly on the advancJ•a
co·u rse; (2) that the subjects for which these six credits shall be substituted
shall be determined by the president.
6. On the standard five years' course standings from high schools and
colleges are accepted provided the subjects .are not professional subjects.
7. On the two year High School Graduate Course, no standings are
accepted from first grade certificates or any work in high schools. Credits for
regular college and university work are accepted if they apply on the course.
8. A first grade certificate valid at the time of presentation, entitles its
holder to twelve credits on the course; provided (1) that the subjects to be
credited shall be designated by the president, and (2) that the average of the
certificates is not less than 75 per cent and that subjects in which the standings are less than 75 per cent are not credited, and that the number of credit~
allowed be proportionately reduced.
9. A teacher must be able to use clear and correct language, both ora'
and written. Students who fail in this respect, will be required to take English
composition even though they have _passing standings in the subject given here
or elsewhere.
.
10. Students must sign a pledge to teach two years in the schools of the
state, unless prevented by circumstances beyond their control, and to repor_t
semi-annually to the President.
11. Graduates of high schools and colleges will be passed in subjects other
than professional without examination, on the certificate of the Principal that
they have already completed these subjects with a grade of not less than 75
per cent.
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12. -Students will be transferred from one State Normal School to another, only upon written permission g ranted by the President of the State
Normal Board.

l

GENERAL INFORMATION.

Suggestions to Applicants. Bring with you your credits, diploma, certificates from High School Board, state teachers' certificates and all standings
beyond the eighth grade. The schoo l furnishes a blank on which such standings may be entered. Present these standings on the first day you enter. This
will save much annoyance.
[
Students will not be received after the beginning of a term except upon
• the most satisfactory excuse. Any who cannot be present upon the first day
of the term should report to the President beforehand, that their absence may
be understood. It is not expected that students will leave before the close of
l the term unless compelled to do so by circumstances beyond their control.
How to Reach the School. If south of St. Paul or Minneapolis, buy your
( I ticket to either one of these cities, and there purchase over the Great Northern
\ or Northern Pacific road, a ticket to St. Cloud. Upon reaching the station take
1
an omnibus and'tell the driver to take you to the Normal School. Upon arriving, report to the President at his office .
General Sessions. There are five daily sessions of the school each week
from 8:20 A. M. to 4 P. M.
.
The evening hours of study are from 7 :00 to 9 :00 o 'clock P. M., daily,
except on Friday and Saturday evenings. This arrangement divides the day
, into two periods; that from 8:20 A. M. to 4:00 P. M., during which time the
students are engaged principally in recitations, and that covered by the study
hours in the evening. The strict observance of the latter period is of quite
as much importance as the former. No pupil will be expected to absent himself from duty during either interval, nor will it be presumed that pupils are to
be interrupted by callers or visitors during their study hours, any more than
during the hours of recitation. As the spirit of the school is thoroughly loyal
to this plan, any person feeling himself unable to comply cheerfully with these
habits of work will not find the school congenial.
·
Library and Reading Room. A library of fourteen thousand volumes is
open .t o the school. A full supp ly of the standard reference books, dictionaries,
encyclopaedias, gazetteers, etc., furnish all needed information upon subjects
di_i;cussed in the classroom.
A library of text books upon all topics is open to the students.

l

l

This school has been designated as a depository of public documents, and
now has on its shelves ove r 3,000 volumes from the government printing office,
, many of them of great value. They are open to the public for consultation at
any time during the day from 8:30 A. M. to 4:30 P. M.
The reading room contains a large list of the leading newspapers, magazines and educational periodicals.
Both reading room and library are open daily to students during all hours
of the day. A trained librarian gives lessons in library science, and furnishes
most valuab le b ull etins of children's books, and material on other topics of
value to the teacher.
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There are five literary societies, four for young ladies and one for young
men. These furnish excellent opportunity for social and literary culture. All
students are advised to become members.
There is a large organization connected with the Y. W. C. A.
Three glee clubs, two for young men and one for young women, are continued throughout the year.
An orchestra is maintained in connection with the music department.
It is desired that those who play instruments should bring them from home.
Opportunity will be offered to join the orchestra, early in the year.
Ball teams have been organized among the young men. The basket ball
teams have been very successful in winning games this year. The opportunity
offered in training young men and young women for playground work is exceptional.

WHERE STUDENTS MAY FIND HOMES.
In addition to Lawrence Hall, which is a large and well-equipped dormitory, a new and beautiful boarding hall for young women will be ready at the
beginning of the fall term.
The new hall is built on a bluff commanding a picturesque view of the
Mississippi River.
Both halls have sun rooms and numerous porches. Both are furnished
with every modern convenience. Each floor has baths, toilet rooms and electric lighting. The new hall has a kitchenette on each floor. Large living
rooms are available for social gatherings. Every attention is ·paid to hygiene
and sanitation.
There are laundries in the basements with efectric irons and separate tubs
so that young ladies may do their own washing and ironing.
1,
The social life of young women in the halls receives espedal attention.
The atmosphere is that of a refined home. ' There is also added opportunity for
social service and helpfulness which is of the greatest value to the young
teacher.
Rooms for students contain two closets each. They are supplied with
table, chairs, rugs, two bedsteads, springs, mattress, pillows, bureau, commode, washbowl and pitcher, window shades, napkins, t owels, pillow cases,
sheets, two blankets, comfortables, 'and spteads. Each ;oung lady is requested
t~ bring a waterproof cloak, umbrella a:nd a pair of rubbers.
Such rates of boarding as this school affords, it is firmly believed, cannot
be excelled by any other school in the country.
The price per week, including furnished room, light, fuel, board, use of
laundry, bath rooms and all conveniences of the hall, is three dollars and fifty
cents ($3.50)-payable monthly in advance. The price per week is four dollars
and fifty cents ($4.50) if one person occupies a room alone. Table board without room is two dollars and seventy-five cents ($2.75) per week.
· Preference in choice of rooms will be given in the order of application.
Rooms are engaged by the term. Those wishing to occupy them for a shorter
time should notify the matron of the fact at the time of engaging th em.
Boarding Club. Some of the young men of the school have formed a
very flourishing club, hiring a house, a cook, and buying their own pro.v isions.
Board in Private Homes. Particular attention is called to the following
regulations:
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1. Students who do not board at home are expected to consult the President before selecting boarding places.
· • 2. Ladies and gentlemen will not be permitted to board in the same
family. This rule shall apply equally where the house is occupied by two or
more families.
3. Permission must be obtained in every case where pupils desire to
board with families where boarders are taken who are not connected with the
school.
4. Brothers and sisters will be allowed to board in the same house provided no other boarders are received into the house.
5. Students will not be expected to change their boarding places without
consulting the President.
·
6. When students engage a boarding place, it will be understood that
they are to remain in that place until the end of the current term, unless a
specific bargain to the contrary is made.
7. Every means will be taken to secure suitable boarding places for such
students as desire this service, and families in which students board will be
encouraged to report the least departure from perfectly ladylike and gentlemanly conduct.

@t~l'r Expl'nsl's
Tuition. Tuiti-on is free to all students who enter the Normal department
and sign the required pledge to teach two years in the public schools of the
state.
To all not so pledged to teach, the tuition is $10 per term
All tuition is payable by terms, strictly in advance, and no portion of the
amount will be refunded.
Text Books. Text books are furnished free of charge to all who pay
tuition ; other students pay a uniform fee of $1.50 per term for the rental of all
text books needed.
In the Elementary School the charge for book rent varies from twenty
cents per term in the second grade to e·ighty cents per term in the eighth grade.
A strict account is kept of any injury done to books and a charge made
therefor.
Students are allowed t o purchase their books if they _p refer to do so. To
th ese students, books are sold at the lowest wholesale rates.

"l'nrral llrmarks
It is to be hoped that County and City Superintendents, Principals, Teachers and other friends of the Normal School will be ready to advise those ·who
are striving to make themselves good teachers, to enter some department of
the school.
Schoo l Superintendents and all other friends of education are earnestly
invited to visit and inspect the workings of this school, and by their criticism,
suggestion and co-operation, aid us in supplying the schools of the state with
better-trained teachers.
Address letters of inquiry and requests for catalogues to the
· PRESIDENT, State Normal School,
St. Cloud, Minn.
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&ubjertn nf t4e Qlnurne
Theory and Practice of Teaching. While every subject in the Normal
School is taught in the way to impress right principles of teaching that subject and to inspire the student with the teaching spirit, the specific pedagogical
subjects all center about the student's actual teaching in the elementary school
, or in the public schools of the city.
To prepare for this work, he studies General Methods. This subject
gives him insight into the various stages of child development, and trains him
to plan lessons to fit those stages. A concrete practical foundation is thus laid
for more special work in the study of primary methods by the future primary
teacher, and of upper grade methods by those who .wish to teach in upper
grades.
The student has in the meantime been getting various subjects as Arithmetic, Geography, Music, or Manual Training, ready to use as his tools in
teaching. He now enters the practice department. Here he teaches one hour
per day for twenty-four weeks. He teaches various subjcts. Within limits, he
chooses the grade he desires to instruct. He teaches under several different
critics. He begins with small groups where he learns to study individual children, but finally he takes full charge of a room in the city schools.
The student is thus tested, and if he is found worthy, he ente rs upon the
broader studies of the senior year-psychology, sociology, child study-with a
power to observe and interpret, which reacts upon his actual teaching, effecting
still greater improvement in insight and eventually in technique.
Psychology. During the first term of psychology, the student is lead to
observe the workings of his own mind, and to become acq uainted with the
lan guage of the subject.
During the second term, more analysis is attempted. Emotions are quite
thoroughly studied with the basis of ethics.
The third term is devoted to child psychology .
. Social Science. As taught here, is a study of the institutions of society,
their evolution, and their present-day problems. Little attention is g iven to
th eory. The em,p hasis is placed on the study of live social problems, and on the
culture of children through their socialization.

:41lat~rmntir.a
Algebra. A lgebra is taught in the Normal School in a way which emphasizes exactness of speech and lo gical method. The usual matter of elementary algebra and parts of higher algebra constitute the work of the year. Not
only is the pupil taught the subject, but he is let into the secrets of clear
presentation of the subject and the method of training others to think in equations.
Arithmetic. This is one of the tool subjects to be used in all grades. It
is taught with steady emphasis upon exact knowledge, clear images and clear
presentation. In this subject, the student can be taught as in no other, the
difference between two essential methods of teaching-the drill method which
secures swift, accurate, mechanical work, and the method which trains the
pupil to hold his data _s ecurely in mind and draw conclusions therefrom. He

1
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learns the necessity of training the tongue if ideas are to be clearly held in
mind.
Geometry. The Normal School pupil is taught in geometry that memoriz- •
ing demonstrations is worse than useless. He is trained to v isuali ze the figure
from the theorem, and to work out his own demonstration therefrom. He
finds that his success depends upon clearness of mental image, and the originality and exactness of his language. Our students thus become good teachers
of geometry, and find that their method is applicable to the teaching ·of mensuration and form in lower grades.
Physics. The work of the first term covers the subjects of physical properties of matter, laws of motion, force , work, simple machines-mechanics of
· solids-and mechanics of fluids. The work of this term is made the basis of
that which is to follow and must be taken before the work of either the second
or th·e third term is attempted. The work of the second term, given in the
winter term only, consists of a study of sound, magnetism, and electricity,
while light and heat reinain for the work of the third term. Either second or
third term work may follow that of the first term.
Students must possess a good working knowledge of plane geometry and
of elementary algebra through quadratics in order to do the work of the
course intelligently.
·
No subject in the Normal School trains a student to teach better than the
subject of physics. There is fine oppo rtunity to learn the connection between
experiment and reasoning, . and the method of developing new ideas. Even
though the student has studied the subject before entering the s_c hool, he will
find the review in the N onnal School a more valuable study of the teaching
process than abstract method discussion. Yo ung men are especially advised
to take the subject of physics in the Normal School as an elective, although
they have high school standings in the subject . . It will not on ly prove valuable as training in teaching but will be of actual use to them as principals bf
graded schools.

iHnlngirul irpurtmrnt
This department provides instruction in Botany, Zoology a nd Physiology.
As aids in this work the laboratory is supplied with complete and ample
microscopes, cabinets of plants and animals, potted plants, preserved material
for winter use, dissecting instruments, a human skeleton, an Azoux manikin,
models of the eye and ear, and several aquariums.
The course provides for one term of Physiology, and two each of Botany
and Zoology.
A special purpose is to equip the student to give instruction in elementary agricu lture in village and country schools. In Zoology the domestic
animals re ceive the most attention and considerable time is devoted to the
life histories of insect pests and the modes of combating them. Attention is
also called to the birds commonly found on the farm, and the student is taught
to gro up them as to their character into beoeficial, harmless, and injurious
animals. In botany, stress is placed upon the farm crops and garden plants.
The student is also made familiar with all the trees of tbe vicinity of St. Cloud,
and many of the shrubs and flowering herbs. Eac_h student cultivates a garden
during the spring and s1,1mmer terms.
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Elementary Science. This is a course in applied science. It is aimed to
teach how vegetable . and animal life-including the human species-lives,
grows, feeds., and maintains its health. The composition and structure of
soils, water, air, vegetable and animal life are studied and the students are led
to observe and understand what is going on in the world about them. The
nature, cause and prevention of diseases of plants, animals and man receive
some attention with special emphasis upon school sanitation and personal
hygiene.· To this end chemistry, p hysi cs, astronomy, botany, zoo logy, physiology, domestic science, agricu ltur e and other sciences are drawn upon, and
the relation of the facts of these sciences to organic life in general, and to
the student's own life in particular, is made the subject matter of the course.
Geography. This is another tool subject of g reat importance to the grade
teacher. The department has a good laboratory and a large reference library.
The library is sufficiently complet.e for research wcirk. For outs ide-source
work, the vicinity furnis•hes excell ent opportunity as its features are characteristic of the state. Knowledge thus gained can be made a working knowledge
elsewhere.
Geography I. Physical Geography. This prepares one to see in the field ,
and to hear in the shops that which is essential to. both political and commercial geography. It is studied under the following heads: Location, erosion,
surface, climate and drainage.
Geography II. Commercial geography is based upon a knowledge of phys ical. A careful study is made of the product belts, trade routes and trade
~enters. · A few products are studied in detail (1) to show the dependence of
products upon their environment. (2) The method of presenting the work
Geography III. Geography Methods. This covers Geography I and Geography II in one term.
Geography IV. Advanced work in Geography, based on Geography III.
Physiography ( 1) Origin of physical features . (2) Their adaptation to man.

l;istnry
General History.' ·1n which the emphasis is placed on modern history, as
the period that comes in closest relation with our life today .
. . English H (st ory. In which the emphasis is placed on the development of
popular self-government.
American History. In which we try to i:: ut the emphasis on organizin g
facts, not forgetting that teachers wi.11 find the story element especially useful
in their own teaching.
History of Education. Which, besides being history, is used as a historical commentary on the science of teaching.
Methods in History. Is mainly a review of American history with the
method of its teaching to children in view. In this course the pupils are also
given the opportunity to get acquainted with classical historical literature fo r
children.
Civics, Elementary. Course. The principal object of this course is to give
the pupil a working knowledge of our civic institutions. It is a sort of catechism in citizenship. The pupil is a lso introduced to the fundamental conceptions that unde'rlie our civic life.
Civics, Advanced Course. Is a study of political or civic institutions and
life with special reference to present-day roblems .
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Grammar. The normal student revi ews the facts of grammar• in an order
which enables him to do his own thinking. He app reciates this order so much
that he is not lik ely to fall back into mechanical ways, in his own teaching
of the subject. He learns to avoid non-essentials, and to use the nomenclature suggested by the N. E. A. Committee.
Reading. The work of this department aims to secure:
1. The cultivation _of a love of reading and a discrimination which chooses
the best.
With this object in view, the student is required to read, outside of class,
a certain number of good books selected to accord with individua l in te rests.
Only such class material is selected as has literary merit and as many
literary wholes as possible are given, the parts best adapted to oral expression
being take_n up for class work and prepared with greater thoroughness.
2. Acc urate interpretation and sympathetic appreciation of the message
of the printed page, and such training of the agents of expression as to enable
the student to convey his conceptions to others by a natural intelligent and
pleasing reading.
To this end, exercises are g iven in correct breathing, tone placing, tone
support, quaiity, modulation and articulation. Attention is g iven to the correction of individual faults.
.
3. Preparation for the teaching of reading in the grades. For this purpose a course in phonetics, and principles of syllabification is included.
Expression. An advanced course in dramatization and story-telling is
given in the senior year.
Composition. First Term:--This course includes: (a) written English; (b)
oral English; ( c) readin g of English classics.
(a) Class themes for personal expression are required at le ast once a
week. It is proposed to teach correct manuscript form; the principal rules of
capitalization and punctuation; unity, clearness, and conciseness of the sentence; paragraph unity. Special emphasis is laid on developing the student's
power of self-criticism and correction.
(b) ·By means of story telling, practice in oral English is secured. Particular attention is paid to clearness of sentences, verbs, and pronouns.
(c) Upon this phase of the work is placed the main emphasis of the
course. The student is expected to acquire the reading habit, by reading, under
the instructor's guidance, as many books as possible. Weekly note-boo ks
afford the student the opportuni ty of expressing, in an original manner, his
views of what he has read.
Second Term-The same general plan of work is pursued as in the first
· term, with the addition of letter-writing, and more frequen·t exercise in the
criticism of common errors in English.
A review of the principles of punctuation, together with new rules', is
given. Paragraph continuity and paragraph structure, with special reference
to coherence and mass, are studied.
The oral work is more of an impromptu nature than that of the first
term. The purpose is to gain greater fluency and p•o int of expression, by means
of work in reproduction, short speeches, debates, etc.
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Senior Themes. This course is intended to give a survey of the shortstory,-classical stories of this nature, the structure of the short story, metj10ds of story telling, and practice in the telling of stories.
In connection with written themes are taken up the various methods of
developing a paragraph, outlines, sentence structure, choice of words.
The reading of English classics is carried out as in the other courses.
Literature. Course I-(a) Mythology.-Stories from classic myths and
legends told in class.
Texts.-Gayley's Classic Myths, and Legends of King Arthur. Read Tennyson's Idylls of the King, Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal, Longfellow's Golden Legend, Stephen Phillips' Ulysses, Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum,
etc.
COURSE II. (a) Shakespeare.-Read one comedy and two trage dies.
Topics upon other plays. (b) Milton to Wordsworth.
COURSE III. (a) American Literature or Modern Drama. (b) Chaucer,
The Folk Ballads and the Iliad. Topics upon Folk Epics.
COURSE IV. (a) Browning, Tennyson, Arnold, Carlyle, Emerson, Whitman. (b) Literature of the Grades.
Course for summer school.- (a) The Novel and the Short Story. (b) The
Essay.

tlauual 1\rtn
We have found in our training school that the training of teachers for this
work must be divided into what is known as primary manual arts for the first
four grades and advanced manual ;i.rts for the last four grades. Students are
given training in the line best fitted for their future work.
Primary Manual Arts. This course is especially planned to meet the
needs of primary teachers by suggesting hand work for the first four grades.
The history of primitive and modern industries most closely allied with each
subject, as paper making, manufacturing of cloth, brick making and pottery,
are studied.
Paper and yarh ·weaving, cardboard construction work, elementary bookbinding, basketry, lettering and printing with the best methods fitted to school
room conditions are given and practiced.
Advanced Manual Arts. The work in this course does not aim merely
to train pupils to make something out of material of some nature in a certain
length of time. Development of the worker is the end; the medium used in
the shops is only the means to that end. Vocational guidance of our boys and
girls to the best in life for them, is the purpose of the course.
·
A careful study of the different methods used in mechanical drawing and
tool technique is taken up in connection with visits to factories and drafting
rooms of the city. Forestry study for schools and the building of playground
apparatus receive attention.
Drawing. The aim of this department is to prepare teachers, to teach
drawing in the public schools.
The plan is to broaden the field of vision through appreciation of beauty
in its ·broadest sense, and to· cultivate a technical ability to reproduce with
the hands, what is seen with the eyes.
The handling of water colors, pencil, charcoal and crayon is taught, and
blackboard sketching as special work
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The course includes free-hand drawing from nature and sti ll life, perspective, and the elements of applied design. Construction work suited to
seasons, and holidays is given for all grades.
Domestic Sc:ence. The Domestic Science cou rse covers one and one-half
hours a day for one term. This time is devoted to the study of foods and
. their preparation.
Food study includes the classification of foods. A study of the most important ·types in each class, as to source, composition, nutritive value, digestibility
and means of preservation, changes produced by heat, fermentation and chemical agents.
Food preparation makes practical the work in food study. Dishes are prepared that involve the application of scientific principles and laws. The making
of beverages and frozen dishes illustrates the effect of heat and cold; bread
making, the theory of fermentation; cake making, the use of various leavening
agents. The combination of foods into well balanced and attractive dishes
encourages the study of relative food values and develops skill in manipulation.
Throughout the course, emphasis is laid on "intelligent doing" rather than
"mechanical practice."
Sewing. The first term's work includes hand and machine sewing; elementary dr afting and fitting; text-book work. Second and third term's work
includes advanced drafting; fitting and making of waists and dresses of cotton
and wool ; work with plaid material; remodeling of dress or coat.
First term's work is a prerequisite for second or third term's work.
Music. In this department the aim is two-fold. First. To give instruction
in the rudiments and the methods of teaching music. Second. To afford the
culture wh ich is gained through singing and hearing good music.
In the rudiments of music, instruction is given in sight reading, ear training, interpretation and voice culture.
For information concerning advanced course in music leadin g to special
diploma see page 13.
Rural School Methods. This is a course in rural school administra ti on. It
includes work on the course of study, lesson planning and practical work.
0

J~ynintl Qlultur.e
Activities: School exercises, Calisthenics, Light Gymnastics with hand
apparatus such as Indian Clubs, Bar Bells, Dumb Bells, Figure Marching, Gymnasti c Games, such as Racing Games, Tag Games, A ll Up Relay, Shuttle Relay,
Pass Ball Relay. Such Folk Dances and Folk Singing Games as have proved
most useful.
The Folk Dances taught are selected from lists officially approved by the
American P layground Association as suitable for indoors and out of doors, for
small children, for larger boys, for lar·g er girls,- for adults, for various occupations, for specfal occasions.
Athletics. The work in ath letics has properly adjusted itself •to the seasons,
so that we now have football in the fa ll term, basketball in th e winte r term ,
and baseball in the spring term. In these games team.s are trained to represent
the institution and frequently make trips to other schools for the purpose of
playing matched games. The department owns a full outfit of suits for these
games and those who succeed in getting on the first team are suppli ed.
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Gymnastics. A large gymnasium, well equipped with light American
apparatus and with Swedish and German stationary apparatus, affords every
opportunity for indoor exercise. Large rooms fitted up with lockers, dressing
rooms and shower baths provided for the students who take part in gymnastics, are a valuable addition to the former equipment. All students from
the first grade up are required to take physical training two periods a week.
Measurements are taken at the beginning and at the end of the course, and
prescriptions of suitable exercises made out for those who are not able to
take the regular work. The work of the first year Normal classes is as
follows:
(a) Fall term.
Elementary Swedish gymnastics, games, marching
tactics, mat exercise and fancy steps.
(b) Winter term. Advanced Swedish gymnastics, games, tumbling,
marching tactics and advanced fancy steps.
(c) Spring term. German gymnastics, advanced marching tactics, theory
of physical training with practical applications.
Playground. Young ladies are trained to take charge of playground
work, teaching games and folk-dances.
Young men are trained by actual practice to take charge of ball games
and athletics and games played by younger boys.

&prtinl C!Inur.ar.a
i;nmt 1Ernnnmtrs. i81lanual Juts. tlusir
Recognizing that any number of years devoted to preparation in these
three lines in technical schools may still fail of producing good teachers of
those subjects, because the student has no broad foundation of teaching ability,
the Normal school aims at producing, first of all, teachers.
Students who take -these courses must take the regular advanced course,
receiving the advanced diploma. They are tested as· to their power of teaching in the training school. Besides this, they take ari added year's units in the
special subject and are tested again in teaching that subject.
The special work may be taken with the other work during three years,
or it may be taken by itself, by · any advanced graduate, who can spend an
extra year in fitting for special teaching. If the advanced graduate has had
teaching experience, he is still better fitted ·to take up the work.
For details of the special courses see pages 12 and 13.
The po sitions for which these courses qualify, are mentioned on page 14.
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Qiatalng of ~tuhrut.a for 1!114-1!115
DIPLOMA COURSE IN DOMESTI C SCIENCE.
Carlson, Grace L., Brainerd ·
Griffith, Margaret E., St. Vincent
Hirt, Helen J ., St. Cloud
Kniskerm, Hazel, Sauk Rapids

Oberley, Blanche, St. Cloud
Scott, Margaretha, St. Cloud
Seaton, Marion, Minneapolis

DIPLOMA COU RSE IN MUSIC SUPERVISION.
Betz, Frank
Borrill, Roberta, Kamsack, Sask., Can.
Brown, Coral, Two Harbors
Colburn, Christella, Minneapolis
Collins, Marin, Minneapolis
Deighton, Maud, Melrose
Fay, Ethel M., Minneapolis
Jacobs, Marjorie, Rockford

Larawa, Louise, Minneapolis
Mosier, Jean, Brainerd
Murphy, Bessie C., Brainerd
Sattler, Rose, Eden Valley
Schiffman, Clara, St. Cloud
Stark, Ada, Haven
Weber, Helen, Little Falls

DIPLOMA COURSE IN MANUAL TRAINING.
Barnum, Zay, St. Cloud
Batz, Michael, A lbany
Burns, James, Sauk Rapids
Campbell, Harold, St. Cloud
Lahr, Norbert, St. Cloud
Liljedahl, Petrus, St. Cloud
Martin, Archer, Deer River
Moe, Martin, Archer, Mont.
Moe, Ole, Archer, Mont.

Parsons, Victor, Hugo
Pt>rry, Joyce W., Verndale
Schellinger, Otto, St. Cloud
Smith, Mer le, Elk River
Steabner, Herman, St. Cloud
Tibbetts, Donald B., Pipestone
Troyer, Harmon, St. Cloud
Williams, Leonard, St. Cloud

COURSE FOR SUPERVISION.
Gilligan, Mamie, Becker

Sims, Ina F., Little Falls

11iiftq lrar C!Uass
Abbott, Ada M., Minneapolis
Adair, Marie, Brainerd
Agather, Theodora L., Sauk Rapids
Aich, Gretchen, Minneapolis
Allen, Beth, St. Cloud
Allen, Mildred Jay, St. Cloud
Almquist, Esther Helen, Crosby
Anderson, Agnes V., Stephen
Anderson, Caroline, Mora
Anderson, Hildur E., Two Harbors
Anderson, Lillian M., Litchfield
Apmann, Selma L., Haven
Bachmann, Laura, Young America
Bacon, Goldie -L., Burtrum
Baker, M. Helene, Minneapolis
Balme, Myrtle, Hopkins
Barr, Clarence, St. Cloud
Barrett, Laura M., St. Cloud
Beane, Louise, An oka
Beatty, Florence. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Bement, Izora M ., Hubbard

Berg, Herman J ., Litchfield
Berglund, Ruth, Sauk Rapids
Bixby, Doris V., Kimball
Bone, Ruth, Bear dsley
Borg, Mabel, Redwood Falls
Borman, Ralph R., Abercrombie, N. D.
Borrill, Roberta, Kamsack, Sask ., Can.
Boudrye, Emogene, Minneapolis
Boyer, Ethel M., Minneapolis
Bradford, Mary G., Minneapolis
Brown, Gladys E., Eagle Bend
Buckentin, Anice Helen, Morris
Bullard, Elizabeth, Fairmont
Bullis, Madaline, ·sandstone
Burns, Magdalen, St. Cloud
Campbell, Harold A., St. Cloud
Carlson, Grace L., Brainerd
Casey, Alice F., Minneapolis
Cass, Alice, Sauk Centre
Caylor, Edna E., Kimball
Chittick, Irene J., St. Clourl
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Christianson, Edith V ., Stillwater
Clark, Allie Gaylord, South Park
Clark, Ida, South Park
Clement, Maude H., St. Joseph
Clifford, Rose E., St. Paul
Collins, Marion T., Minneapolis
Colwell , Irene G., Waconia
Cooper, Mae C., St. Cloud
Cooper, Winifred M., St. Cloud
Corbett, L. Laura, Morris
Corron, Rose M., Elk River
Cosgrove, Irene C., Brainerd
Cramer, Myrt le F., Willmar
Dahl, Lena, St. Cloud
Daily, Blanche E., Berwick, N . D.
Daley, Maude. J., Maple Lake
Daniels, Clotille P., St. Cloud
DeLaPointe, Philomene, Glencoe
Dickinson, Jessie, Stone Lake, Wis.
Diederich, Rose C., St. Paul
Dougherty, Grace M., Litchfield
Downs, Nellie G., Redtop
Doyle, Helen, St. Cloud
Driscoll, Blanche, Hastings
Edwards, Christine H., Granite Falls
Eickhoff, Casper F., New Munich
Ekholm, Anna M., Mora
Elliott, Marie E., Brainerd
Ellis, Dorothy A., Minneapolis
Engebretson, R. Marion, Milaca
Erickson, Clara H., St. Cloud
Erickson, Henning L., St. Cloud
Erickson, Lillian E., Fertile
Ericson, Eulalia J., Cambridge
Faulkner, Mary Edith, St. Pau l
Fay, Ethel M., Minneapolis
Fessler, M. William, Minneapolis
Fuglie, Christine, Ashby
Garrigan, M. Marjorie, Donnelly
Gaynor, Miriam, Dassel
Gibbs, Lutie May, Minneapolis
Ginzel, Edna L., Ruthton
Glynn, Evelyn M., Maple Lake
Goodrich, Helen L., Anoka
Gould, Gladys, St. Cloud
Gregerson, Opal, Fertile
Greve, Cornelia W., Raymond
Griebler, Pearl A., Granite Falls
Griffith, Margaret E., St. Vincent
Grimes, Margaret E., Grey Eagle
Hagen, Pearl J ., Virginia
Hagquist, Hulda · 0., Sauk Rapids
Harker, Eva M., Appleton
Harland, Zelah Agnes, St. Cloud
Hartz, Carolyn, St. Cloud
Hatch, Mabel C., Minneapolis
Haugan, M. Eleanore, Henning
· Haughlnd, Effie I., Lennep, Mont.
Hendrickson, Elsie L., Atwater
Heritage, Annie M., Ray
Hertig, Helen, Minneapolis

SCHOOL

Hoftoe, Cecelia, New London
Holt, Mamie H., E lk River
Hood, Edith, Gladstone, Mich .
Hoyt, Estella G., Stewart
Hulbert, Gladys, St. Cloud
Johnson, Esther Gerda, Mora
Johnson, Mildred M., Warren
Johnson, Nannie A., Mora
Joyner, Taylor M., St. Cloud
Kaufmann, Henrietta, St. Cloud
Kenneally, Mary, Minneapolis
Kennedy, Amy G., Princeton
Keough, Ottilia, Brainerd
Kerr, Adah L., Minneapolis
Kimball, Leila B., Champlin
Kittleson, Gladys A., Madison
Korb, Beulah F., Buffalo
Lakin, Ella F., Royalton
Lambert, Mamie E., Young America
Larson, Ellen B., St. Cloud
Larson, Gertrude Anna, St. Cloud
Larson, Myrtle E., Atwater
Lausted, Hulda S., St. Cloud
Levering, Charles M., St. Cloud
Linner, Ruth A., Litchfield
Longfellow, Margaret, Monticello
Lynne, Milla E., Ashby
McAlpine, Cora E., Maple Lake
McCrea, Jennie M., Sauk Rapids
McCrea, Viola, Sauk Rapids
MacKenzie, Pauline, Sandstone
McQueen, Leith, St. Cloud
Magnell, Bertha V., St. Cloud
Malerich, Elizabeth, Eden Valley
Markley, Alice, St. Cloud
Markley, Jennie, St. Cloud
Martin, Archer H., Deer River
Mattson, Ada L., Aurora
Meredith, Lucille, Minneapolis
Meyers, Myrtle E ., Little Falls
Michelson, Esther L., Atwater
Miettunen, Allie, Brookstoii.
Mill, Mable M., Benson
Miller, Myrtle A., Willmar
Miller, Ruth D., Minneapolis
Mittvet, Johanna, Willmar
Moe, Martin, Archer, Mont.
Monson, Florence E., New London
Montgomery, Helen L., Excelsior
Mosier, Jean F., Brainerd
Mulrean, Frances K., Minneapolis
Murphy, Annie E., Morris
Murphy, Bessie C., Brainerd
Mu rphy, Ellen A., Morris
Murphy, Margaret K., Anoka
Murphy, Vivian E., Holdingford
Myran, Frances H., Morris
Neils, Theodore, Sauk Rapids
Nels on, Frances L., St. Cloud
Nels"on, M. E. Ruth, Cambridge
Newell, Florence J., Morris
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Newton, W. Blanche, St. Cloud
Nicholas, Hazel, Ely
Norin, Stella M., Willmar
Oberg, Orrelle B., St. Cloud
Olson, Florence M., Minneapolis
Olsen, Helen A., Annandale
Olson, Rebecca E., Spicer
Omundson, Alice M., St. Cloud
Onstad, Emelia H., Argyle
Palmer, Hazel E., Little Falls
Perry, Joyce W., Verndale
.
Peterson, Clara M., Minneapolis
Peterson, Ethel A., St. Cloud
Peterson, Henry C., Ashby
Peterson, Myrtel B., Mora
Planer, Elsie ]., St. Cloud
Poppenberg, Ma rjorie M., Brainerd
Poston, Sidona, Thief River Falls
Pratt, Grace L., Monticello'
Quinn, Irene Mary, St. Paul
Ranney, Marguerite, St. Cloud
Reifstec k, Anna C., Hanover, Ill.
Reyno lds, Mat1d L., St. Cloud
Reynolds, Winifred, Deer Creek
Riedner, Julia, Royalton
Roberts, Mae, St. Paul
Robinson, Mabel M., Milaca
Rockwoo d, Clifford, St. Cloud
Rogers, Richard S., St. Cloud
Roskilly, Millicent J., Virginia
Ross , Hazel E ., St. Cloud
Rowell, R. Grace, Northfield
Salisbury, Beatrice, ' Parkers Prairie
Schellinger, Otto P., St. Cloud
Schlemmer, M. Emily, St. Paul
Schmidt, Helen I., N. St. Paul
Schussler, Rose A., Minneapolis

111'nurt4
Ach, Anna F., St. Cloud
Agather, Olga L., Sauk Rapids
Alexander, Marion , Rockville
Allen, Margaret M., Raymond
Anderson, Dagmar Alvina, Stephen
Anderson, Eva May, Hutchinson
Anderson, Hazel L., St. Cloud
Anderson, Hulda, Hinckley
Anderson, Myrtle R., Kandiyohi
Anderson, Olaf S., Minneota
Anderson, Rose ]., Little Falls
Anderson, Ruth Emelia, St. Cloud
Anderson, Ruth Evelyn, Stephen
Anderson , Vinette L., Lindstrom
Annon, Isabelle, Anoka
Aronson, Lillian, Minneapolis
Babcock, Viola L. , Minneapolis
Baker, Arthur, Deer River
Bakken, Martha C., Willmar
Barrett, Clara Mabel, Staples
Barron, Caroline, Brainerd
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Severin so n, Mildred H., Willmar
Shannon, Helen, Minneapolis
Shattuck, Jessie M., Clearwater
Sister Mary Pacifica, St. Joseph
Skogmo, Alice, Minneapolis
Smith, Cleora Francelle, Minneapolis
Smith, Ruth A., Minneapolis
Smithson, Kate, New London
Smithson, May I., New London
Spickerman, Myrtle E., Becker
Stark, Ada V., Haven
Steabner, Herman W., Wood Lake
Stenger, Regina T., Morris
Stephens, Dorothy 0., St. Cloud
Strom, Christine, Anoka
Thompson, Gladys L., Minneapolis
Thorpe, Anna H., Minneapolis
Troyer, Harmon, St. Cloud
Turner, Ernest Guy, Kimball
Vale, Gertrude, St. Cloud
Varner, Glenn F., St. Cloud
Wait, Nell E., Long Prairie
Waite, Lois R., St. Clo ud
Walser, Christina C., N. St. Paul
Walter, Irene, Minneapolis
Walters, Lillie A., Royalton
Whitcomb, Jennie S., Atwater
William,s, Leonard R., St. Cloud
Williams, Marion, Renville
Wilso, Emily, S. St. Paul
Wilson, Claire L., Minneapolis
Wolfe, Gussa B., Rochester
Wri g ht, Helen, St. Cloud
Wunsch, Hilda, Elkton, S. D.
Yike, Ida, Minneapolis
Zinn, Hazelle M., St. Cloud

I tar
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Barron, Nora M. Brainerd
Batters, Elsie A., Cloquet
Beatty, Zelma Hazel , Ellsworth
Beland, Lillian, Two Harbors
Bell, Olive May, Minneapolis
Berg, Eva J., Little Falls
Berg, Minnie 0., Willmar
Berglund, Jennie A., Sauk Rapids
Bergquist, Gertrude, Parkers Prairie
Bernick, Carola G., St. Cloud
Betz, Frank H., St. Cloud
Bjerke, Helen A., Minneapolis
Bloom, Marie H., Stillwater
Box, Amelia, Deer River
Brennan, Grace, Princeton
Broderick, Mary, Byron
Broecker, Clara, Copas
Bronder, Della, Foley
Brown, Coral Edna, Two Harbors
Brown, Edna, Sauk Centre
Buechler, Frances L.,_ Minneapolis
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Bull, Edna May, St. Cloud
Burns, Catherine F., Olivia
Burton , Regina S., Little Falls
Bush, Maude J., Staples
Campbell, Alice B., Watertown
Campbell, Denison G., St. Cloud
Carlson, Emma M., Willmar
Carlson, Olga C., Hallock
Caswell, Bessie L., Browns Valley
Chapman, Gertrude, St. Cloud
Chittick, Sue, St. Cloud
Clark, Bacil, Grey Eagle
Clark, Glen H., Grey Eagle
Cluff, Beatrice, Aitkin
Colburn, Christella, Minneapolis
Collyer, Villa, Olivia
Colwell, May H., Waconia
Conger, Mildred L., Braham
Cornelinson, Anna C., North Branch
Covart, Maude E ., Buffalo
Crowe, Cassius Merlin, Osakis
. Curran, Pearl M., Willmar
Curren, Katherine, Minneapolis
Dahlgren, Inez, Fergus Falls
Dailey, Frances P., Duluth
Daley, Winifred A., Maple Lake
Dally, Leila . Claii;e, Laporte
Davis, Etta L., Princeton
Davis, Marion J., Little Falls
Dawley, Crescenz, Royalton
Deighton, Maude, Melrose
Dickey, Marjorie, Princeton
Dodgson, Sophia, Hasty
Donohue, Cecelia C., Melrose
Dorn, Alma E ., Cumberland, Wis.
Duckstad, Lesa B., Fertile
Dugas, Mabel E., Cass Lake
Dunn, Margaret M., St. Cloud
Dunnewold, May E., St. Cloud
Dyson, Fern E., Becker
Dysterheft, Ida L., Sanborn
Elliott, Gladys J., Paynesville
Elmberg, Gerda M., Shafer
Estling, Signe T., Hasty
Evans, Florence V., Clearwater
F armer, M. Forest, Minneapolis
Farris, Margaret, Becker
Faus, Neil Alden, Osakis
Fearing, Ruth, Little Falls
Ferguson, Minnie E., Hasty
Fleming, Marie E., Virginia
Flynn, Ethel M., Clearwater
Foley, Lucy A., Linden Hill
Foien, Carrie, Cottonwood
Foot, Eugene, Kalispell, Mont.
Forsberg, Cecelia, Minneapolis
Foshay, Ella, Langdon, N. D.
Gallagher, Elizabeth, Benson
Gallagher, Mildred, St. Cloud
·Gannon, Ambrose D., Sedan
Geiwitz, Cora, Minneota

SCHOOL

Gibbs, Mary R., Minneapolis
Gibney, Mae E., Eden Valley
Goff, Laura C., St. Cloud
Goldsmith, Bessie B., Mora .
Goodine, Gertrude E. , Forest Lake
Goodman, Theresa, Hallock
Goodmansen, Gunda, Little Falls
Granquist, Floren·ce, Stillwater
Grant, Helen, Two Harbors
Griebenow, Ellen, Deer Creek
Griffith, Alice E., St. Vincent
Guthrie, Jeannette, St. Cloud
Haga, Allie 0 ., Minneapolis
Hallberg, Esther, St. Cloud
Hallberg, Luella, St. Cloud
Hamblet, Gladys M ., Little Falls
Hanlon, Rose M., Sauk Rapids .
Hanson, Emma Louise, Benson
Hanson, H-ilda T., Henning
Hanson, Josephine S., Sauk Rapids
Han sen, Pearl E., Paynesville
Harris, Helen D., St. Cloud
Hauge, Selma M., Clarkfield
Hegne, Allen N ., New Effington, S. D
Hegne, Rose, New Effington, S. D.
Heinen, Hildegard A., St. Cloud
Heinrichs, Evelyn K., Minneapolis
Helsper, Mary, Melrose
Hendricks, Clifford, Sauk Rapids
Hendricks, Robert, Mayer
Hendrickson, Anna, Mora .
Henry, Aletha G., Minneapolis
Hess, Alma, St. Cloud
Hilder, Bertha L., St. Cloud
Hill, Jane A., Sandstone
Hill, Mabel E., Minneapolis
Hillman, Luella, Two Harbors
Hoagland, Edna, Hector
Hoagland, Hilda C., Hector
Hoglund, Amelia, Foley
Holland, Hazel B., Clearwater
Holland, Pearle M., Clearwater
Holt, Laila K., Willmar
Holten, Frances G., Fertile
Hopkins, Vera E., Hugo
Hornbeck, Helen, Superior, Wis.
Hosken, Anna, North Redwood
Hursh, Mary W., Henning
Hylen, C. Florence, Pequot
Jacobs, Marjorie M., Rockford
Jacobson, Alma J., Madison
Jacobson, Arthur C., Alexandria
Jens en, Marie, San Diego, Cal.
Jernberg, Ruth D., St. Cloud
Johnson, Eme'ry A., Alexandria
Johnson, Eva C., Red Lake Falls
Johnson, Helen E., St. Cloud
Johnson, Louise E., Forest River,

N. D.

Johnson, Margaret I., Minneota
Jondahl, Emma I., Cass Lake
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Kaufmann, Martin ]. , Watkins
Kearfott, Lila M., Little Falls
Kerlanski, Reuben, St. Cloud
Kienh olz, Martha J., Eden, Wis.
King, Florence G., Beardsley
Kinler, Susan, Pine River
. Klampe, Elsie L., Paynesville
Kleber, Hildegarde R., Little Falls
Kneip, Bertha J., St. Peter
Kochendorfer, Verna V ., South Park
Koenig, Irene L., Chippewa Falls,
Wis.
Koivisto, Ida A., Wadena
Kress, Lena, Stillwater
Kuefler, Bernard, Belgrade
Lahr, Norbert J., St. Cloud
Lang, Alice L., Appleton
Lange, Edna L., St. Paul
Larawa, Alethea·, Minneapolis
Larson, Alice Elvira, Alexandria
Larson, Anna Gertrude, St. Cloud
Larson, Edythe E., Minneapolis
Larson, Gerda E., St. Cloud
Larson, Lillie Viola, Minneapolis
Larson, Ruth M., Sauk Rapids
Larson, S. Burdine, Marietta
Lauermann, Ethel E., St. Cloud
Lauermann, Hilda E., St. Cloud
Lauve, Nettie J., Hazel Run
Lawson, C. Mildred, New London
Lawson, Evangeline C., New London
( Leasman , E. Cecila, St. Cloud
( Libert, Clothilda M., St. Cloud
Lies, Anna K., Jordan
Lind, Ethel B., Cambridge
Lindemann, Alice K ., Minneapolis
Lingren, Emma Marie, Two Harbors
Loe, Clara, Cottonwood
Lovell, Leona M., St. Cloud
Lund, Winnefred G., Barrett
Lundeen, Eleanor, Lindstrom
Lyddon, Isabelle C., Brainerd
Lyons, Lloyd W., Osakis
McCarty, Cynthia M., St. Cloud
McCrory, Ellen A., Monticello
McDowell, Harriet E., Cass Lake
McGee, Allen, Wyoming
McQueen, Wesley, St, Cloud
MacDonald, Katherine, Two Harbors
Mace, Martha, St. Cloud
Madson, Dora, Belgrade
Magnuson, Fl orence M., Willmar
Maher, Ellen, Two Harbors
Maloney, Mary M., Olivia
Maybury, Avisia, St. Cloud
Maybury, Mary M., St. Cloud
Meagher, Katherine, St. Joseph
Mechren, Martha C., St. Cloud
Meckel, Theophilus, Wadena
Melby/ Mabel A., Ashby
Meyer, Inez C., Hastings

I
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Miller, Myrtle B., Sauk Rapids
Mitchell, Juli a F., St. Cloud
Moe , William, Archer, Mont.
Moede, Martha, Paynesville
Mokros, W. Fred, Bowlus
Morse, Helen E., Mora
Muller, Frances, Maple Lake
Munn, Marcia, St, Paul
Murphy, Allie, Tower
Murphy, Catherine, Minneapolis
Murphy, Veronica, St. Cloud
Nash, Irma I., Robbinsdale
Nash, Ruby L., R o bbin sdale
Nay; Hazel C., St. Paul
Nelson, Amv M., Hector
Nelson, Edna C., Becker
Nelson, Lilian A., Kerkhoven
Nelson, Myrtle H., Cokato
Nelson, Zilphia M., Svea
Northfoss, Marie M ., Wadena
O'Neill, Rose B., Kandiyohi
Odell, Alice E., Watertown
Olafson, Soffia, Minneota
Olson, Ethel L., Annandale
Olson, Ingrid, Gully
Olsen, Vivian 0 ., Willmar
Ostreim, Hannah B., Osakis
Owens, Frances, St. Paul
Parent, Josephine, Parent
Patterson, Inez B., St. Hilaire
Pemble, Hazel L., Paynesville
Pennie, Eunice E., Villard
Pepin, H. Orris, Elk River
Pepin, H azel I., Elk River
Perlowski, Mollie W ., Sauk Rapids
Perrault, Charlotte K., Cass Lake
Perrault, Marguerite M., Monticello
Perrault, M. Elizabeth, Cass Lake
Peterson, Eva C., Lester Prairie
Peterson, Hanna M., Minneapolis
Petrie, Roy A., Deer Creek
Pettitt, Margaret Ellen, Royalton
Pfister, Anna A., Marietta
Planer, Mabel G., St, Paul
Podoll, Frederick C., Woodlake
Porter, Lavinia, Center City
Pratt, Gladys M., Monticello
Pulkrabek, K arlye 0., Appleton
Quale, Effie, Pelican Rapids
Quale, Ruth G., Minneapolis
Quam, Sophia L., Kerkhoven
Quigley, Anna T., Danvers
Quinlan, May C., Ft. William, Ont.
Quinn, Anna May, St. Cloud
Quinn, Irene, Alvord, Iowa
Raisanen, Emma E., Michigamme,
Mich.
Ramsey, Eunice A., Staples
Randall, Edith, Mora
Randall, Helen, Mora
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Rauscher, Katherine L., International
Falls
Reichard, Lilia A., _Princeton
Reinholdson, Ellen V., Sandsto ne
Rhodes, Ellena B., Park Ra pid s
Rhodes, Marion E., Waupun, Wi s.
Rice, Elizabeth M ., Wadena
Richa rdson, Fannie E., Faribault
R obbin•, Gertrude, Paynesville
R oga n, Katherine S., Hopkins
·R ose, Nellie M., St. Clo ud
Rosemeier, Stella M., Osakis
R oss, Julia L., St. Cloud
Rou sseau, Elaine, Annandale
Rud e, Lottie, Pelican Rapids
Rue, Bertha, Minneapo lis
Rya n, Leon ora L., St. Cloud
Rya n, Margaret, St. Cloud
St. Cyr, Effie P., R obb insd ale
St. John, Zaidee K ., Watertow n
Salter, E . Marian, M ila ca
Sa ndum, Volborg 0., Thief Rive r
Falls
Sattler, R ose, Eden Valley
Sawyer, Grace S., Forest Lake
Scanlan, Virginia E ., Maple Lake
Schey, Emma Ma rie, St. Cloud
Schiffman, Clara, St. Cloud
Schmidt, Andrew, St. Cloud
Schmidt, Rose M., St. Cloud
Schmitz, Aloysius 0., Belgrade
Scott, Laura E ., Foley
Scott, Margaretha M., St. Cloud
Scott, Norma, Minnea poli's ·
Scully, Mar ga ret L., Stillwater
Sigloh, Maybelle, St. Cloud
Simpson, Anna, Hewitt
Simpson, Anson M., Hewitt
Sinnott, Maysie, Stephen
Sinnott, Ruth Ella, Ste phen
Sister Mary Baptist, St. Cloud
Sister Mary Geneva, St. J osep h
Sjoberg, Bessie, R oyalton
Sjoberg, Hele n, Royalton
Sletten, In ga M., Willmar
Sliter, M. Ruth , Grey Eagle
Smart, Mabel E .. St. Cl oud
Smith, Esther, Lindstrom
Smith, Ina Grace, Parkers Prairie

SCHOOL

Smith, Phoebe L. , Fair H aven
Somerville, Emma C., Willmar
Sorensen, Annette C., Sta nchfield
Staples, Eva M., St. Cloud
Steffens, Hildegard M., St. Cloud
Stokes, Gertrude M ., Clearwater
Stomberg, Edythe, Quiring
Storey, Esther C., Ada
Stubbs, Winifred C., St. Cloud .
Sue!, Margaret E ., Prior Lake
Suthe rland , Stacia A lma, Hasty
Svee, Lena, Zumbrota
.
Swanson, Harold, Forest L a ke
Swanson, Ruth H ., Forest Lake
Swenson , Helene A., New Londo n
Swenson, Ida M., Winthr.op
Th aye r, Agnes F ., Annandale
Th eisen , J oseph P ., Watkins
Th om son, Winnifr ed, Buffalo
Th orn, Samuel A., Becker
Tibbetts, Donald B., Pipestone
Tomlinson, Joy G., Hutchinson
Toohey, Ma ry, Brainerd
Troe lstrup. Cora H ., Swanville
Trumble, Emily, Sauk Cent er .
Utnberhocker, Eva, Princeton
Underhill, Frances J., Cloquet
V a n Vorst, Vi olet M., Paynesville
Voss, Elsie L., Bellingham
Ward, Lois M., Stap les
Warr en, Gladys M .. Little F alls
W ebe r , H elen , Little Falls
Welto n, Hel en D., Map le L ake
Wh alen, Catharine M., Stephen
Wh a len, Luke, Steph en
Whittier, Myra H. , Stillwater
William s, Stella L., St. Cloud
Wimmer, Mathilda, St. Cloud
Wimmer, Susa n, St. Cloud
Wimmer, Willia m , St. Cloud
Winkelmann, Rosa. Appleton
Winslade, Louise E., St. Cloud
W o lhart, Willard H., St. Cloud
Wo s trel , Bertha B., Waconia
Zaffke, Josep hine C .. Backus
Zaloudek, Rose M ., Littl e Falls
Zamorski, Mamie F., Willow River
Zierden, Mary A., St. Cl oud
Zwemke, Emma A., N o rth Redwood

IDJ,irb 1!f tur (!Umrn
Amundson, J ennie, Becker
And erson. Nannie M., Holdingford
Barnum, Zay, Haven
Barr, Carrie Belle, St. Cloud
Barry, Chester Daniel, Grey Eagle
Batz, Mi chael, Albany
Besem a nn, Lucetta M., Albany
· Blair, Grace R., Glenwood
Bremer, Frederica, Waverly

Brooks, Maud Alma, Becker
Burns, Agnes K., Sauk R apids
Calhoun, Rosalie. Randall
Cipala, George, Holdingford
Con loisue, Gertrude E ., D anvers
Di sselkamp, Alma 0., Hoffman
Disselkamp, Aurelia K. , Hoffman
Dys on , Vina M., Becker
Elmberg, Clara J., Shafer
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Bouck, Bess Ida, Akley
Brackett, A nn a C., Mora
Bremer, Minnie E., Waverly
Briggs, Beryl; M otl ey
Briggs, Carrie M :, Motl ey
Britton, Lin ea H., Pillager
Butler, Effie L., Pontoria
Calhoun, Pauline, Randall
Cassady, Nora, Ede n Valley
Cassidy, Agn es Rose, Clea rwate r
Colby, E th el Ma ri e, Shovel Lake
Colemark, Salli e P., Kens ing ton
Crosby, Vernie, R anda ll
Dally, Maud e L., Pillager
Dally, Velma, Pillager
Davidson, Mac F loyd, St. Cloud
Davie s, Rae M ary, Grey Eagle
Dettbarn, Marie E.; Vergas
D ewald, D eltha Ma e, Brainerd
) Eas tm a n, Kathrine, St. Cloud
' Edes, Hazel Mae, Parkers Prairie
Edwards, Inez, Swa nville
Eggena, Emelia B., Monticell o
Eisenschenk, Anna M., Cold Spring
E rickso n, Emma Eleano r, Verndale
Ernst, D ori s, St. Cloud
Feic htin ger, Frank G. , St. J oseph
Foste r, Grace, St. Clo ud
Freeberg, Enoch J. , St. Cloud
Freed, J ohn, St. Cloud
Freed, N aemie E., St. Cloud
'.' Ganske, Anna A., Waubun
) Ganskop, L. M a rga r etha , Sau k Rapids
1 George, Ma rie, St. Cloud
Gerdin g, Anna M., Me lrose
Gladen, Arthur, Laporte
Gliszinski, Edward, St. Cloud
Gord on, Anna L., Brainerd
') Gould, Berth a, M inn eapo li s
I Grimstead, Stella M., Kensington
( Gudmundson, Albertina I., M inne ota
Hagberg, Harrie W ., St. Cloud
1, Hall g rimson , Stina, J un eberry
Halliday, Ruth H ., St. Cloud
Hartel, Edith V., St. Cloud
H a uge, Mabel C., Clarkfield
Hendricks, Clarence, Sauk R apids
Hendrickson, Emily, Mora
Henkel, Valentine, Zions
, Herberg, Mabel M., T aylors Falls
\ H esch, Rose, Pierz
, Hiller, Mary M., St. Francis
Hilleren, Susie, Benson
Holland er, LeRoy E., St. Cloud
Honer, Ruth H elen, St. Cloud
H ovagimian, Herignaz, Erzroom,
Turk ey
Huffm an, Ralph W., St. Cloud
Hughes, Julia Ellen, Eden Valley
lngber g, Tressie Ellen, Sunrise
Jacob son, Lillian M., Sauk Center

MI NN.

Ja cobso n, Olga E., Bowlus
J ohann es, Katherine, Watkins
J ohn so n, Addie, Eden Vall ey
Johns o n, A nn a A., New Y a rk .Mills
Johnson,- E sther E ll en, Braham
J o hnson, O lga C., Verndale
J o hnson, Ruth R., Ca mbridge
J o hn so n, Sadie E., Eden • V alley
J ones, Irene, Eden Valley
J on es, M irth, St. Cloud
J os t, Mary, St. Jos eph
Kane, Emma Ag nes, Sauk Rapids .
Kas sube, Hattie E., Bertha
Kellogg, Anna, R oyalto n
Kellogg, Euge n e, R oyalton
Kernan, Ma ry, St. Cloud
Knapp , Hazel I., Villard
Koch , Leo A., Watkins
Konczak, Louise, Sauk Center
Korn, A lice M., Clara City
K rav ig, Herben, Renville
Kravig, Valborg A., Renville
K uipe r, A nni e, Clara City
Kuip er, Greeta, Cla ra City
Kuiper, J ess ie, Clara City
Kummert, Charl ott e, Littl e Falls
La hr, Susanna M ary, St. Cloud
Larson, Edythe E., Sauk Rapids
Lars on, Es th er J ., Staples
Larson, L. Oscar, Georgeville
Larson, N omie V., Sauk R ap ids
Latterell, Susie, Foley
Lilj edahl, Judith, St. Cloud
Litchy, Alice V., St. Cloud .
L aa ke, Mazie, Sullivan
Loza, Th eresa F ., Royalton
Lunde, Anna, Lintonv ille
Maddy, Helen, McGr egor
Marku s, Ella V., Albany
Martha ler, George H., O sakis
Ma rtin, Edward, Mind en
Ma rtin , Th elma R., St. Cloud
May, Carl F., St. Cloud
Mayma n, Evelyn, Sauk R ap id s
Melby, Thea, Elbow Lake
Meye r, Caroline, St. Cl oud
Michels, Marie C., St. J oseph
M ies, Mary A ., Watkins
Miller, Lucile, Sauk Rapids
Mitchell, Charlotte, M onticello
Molstad, Conrad M., Fosston
Moor e, Florence L., M errifi.eld
Murphy, Cecilia E., St. Cloud
M urphy, Ma ry T., Clearwater
Myers , Myra P., R amey
Nelson, Nora A., Randall
Newcombe, Ilene, Motley
Newcombe, La Ru e, Mo tley
Nordstrom, Alice, Copas
O ' Co nn or, May, Eden Valley
O ' Rourke, Ma rgaret K., Foley
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Oberley, Blanche, St. Cloud ·
Olson, Edla C., Randall
Orcutt, Uena, Sauk Rapids
Ortmann, Edward, Melrose
Oslund, Hannah B., Atwater
Packard, Deborah L., Becker
l'arent, Anna, Parent
Parkhurst, Fannie B., Appleton
P arsons, Victor, Hugo
Pearson, Elida, St. Cloud
Pemberton , Gladys, Cambridge
Perkins, Leo S., Verndale
Pesch], Mary, Parent
Peterson, Alice I., Milaca
Peterson, Edith C., Willow River
Peterson, Sarah L., Little Falls
Pischke, Mary, Brandon
Poepke, Alfred H., St. Cloud
Porter, Grace E., Hewitt
Pratt, Vernon S., Osage
Price, Kathryne H., Avon
Quinn, Etta B., St. Cloud
Ranstedt, Ellen J. , Hoffman
Reed, Irene, St. Cloud
Reneboe, Elise, Belgrade
Rice, Mat.id Etta, Mildred
Roberts, Myrtle, Menahga
Roberts, Myrtle A., Grasston
Robinson, Nellie E., Osage
Roche, Anna, Roya lton
Roche, Ethel M., Avon
Roettger, Mary K. , Richmond
Rogers, Carrie, Pillager
Rolighed, Alma, Appleton
Ross, Grace, Motley
Rothwell, M. Janet, Little Falls

SCHOOL

Ruth, Elvira C., Little Falls
Saetre, Hattie R., Clitherall
Schiedinger, Henry, St. Cloud
Schneider, Ida, Albany
Schneider, Leraine, Albany
Schuster, Emilie, St. Cloud
Schwarzkopf, Lillian M., Brainerd
Secord; Hazel D., Haven
See, Dove, Burtrum
Selix, Leta C., Clontarf
Shapero, Mitchell, St. Cloud
Skreypek, C. Victoria, Little Falls
Smith, Jessie E., Anoka
Stanger, Mildred, St . Cloud
Sterr, Frances J., Ramey
Strom, Myrtle M., Swanville
Swanson, Eva E., Askov
·Swanson, Florence E., St. Cloucj
Sweeney, Eva, Mahnomen
Sweeney, J. Vincent, Mahnomen
Teigen, Rubie M., Montevideo
Tracy, Helen M., Elk River
Tracy, Mamie B., Elk River
Treacy, Florence I., R andall
Truog, Luzia M., Swanville
Vogel, Paul K., St. Cloud
Voldahl, Id a M., Frost
Wagner, Marjorie M., Becker
Waite, Ida A., St. Cloud
Weber, Margaret P., Rogers
Whitaker, Bernice J., Rockville
Williams, Daniel, St. Cloud
Wipper, Anna, ·st. Cloud
Wood, Iva H., Staples
Wynn, Thela J., Parkers Prairie
Zack, Miriam M., St. Cloud

ST.
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NORMAL DEPARTMENT.

Graduate Classes:
Senior Graduate Class . ..... ... .. . .. ... .... . . . .. ... ..... . .. 200
Junior Graduate Class ........ . ... ... ....... .. ..... . ........ 324
Elementary Graduate Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
531

Academ ic Professional Cour se:
Senior Class ........ .. . . .... ... . .... . ._....... ... .. . .. ... . . . . 37
Junio r Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Third Year Class ... . . .. . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
Second Year Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
First Year Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213
,,Special Courses ... . . . .... . . .. ... . . . ... .. . . . . .. . . .. ...... . .. . . .... .. .

525
41

Counted twice .. .. ....... .. ................... . ...... . ........ .

1,097
34
1,063

TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

Eighth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,. ,Seventh Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sixth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
> Fifth Grade ... . ...... .... .. .... .. .... .. . . . . .. . . ...... . .. ... .. :
Fourth Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third Grade . ........ . ............ . .. .. .... ..... ... : . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
> Firs t Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
> Sub-prima ry Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

35
26
15
17
11
19
20
20
21
184

SUMMARY.
Enrollm ent summer term, 1914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enrollment fall, winter and sp rin g, 1914-15 :
Young men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
Young women .......... . .. . . . . . . .. .... ... .......... . .. ... . 516

,, Graduates of the sc hoo l, 1914-1 5 . .. . . ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

579

613
145

